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29 Killed, 105 Hurt
In Embassy Blast

Michael A. Oallcgos

CONTROVERSIAL PUBLIC FORUM: This men end women debete civil defense end the
nucleerquestion outside the City Council Chembers. About 100people were forced to remein
outside the meeting by city offlclels.

City Council Turns Down Resolution
Against City Nuclear Evacuation Plan
By Dennis Pohlman
By a vote of 7-2 the Albuquerque
City Council Monday turned down a
resolution recommending that the
city not participate in federal planning to evacuate residents in the
event of a nuclear attack.
Council .President Robert White.
sponsor of the measure, stated just
prior to the final vote that he feared
the city was giving its approval to a
plan which would draw the nation
closer to nuclear war. White and
councilor Vincent Baca cast the two
votes in favor .of the resolution.
''Are we as a city going to participate in a plan that may bring us one
millimeter closer to nuclear war?"
White asked.
Retired Admiral Robert Lee, former commander of the U.S. Seventh
Fleet and vice director of NATO,

also aigued in favor of the resOlu- the 3,100 plans in the country.
~'There is no winning a nuclear
tion, saying the federal evacuation
plan was "at best a band-aid on de- confrontation, but not planning for
~apitation."
one is as morally irresponsible as
Proponents of the resolution sug- launching a nuclear attack in the farst
gested that the plan would condition place."
Another opponent-of White's meAmericans to become more resigned
to the inevitable outbreak of a nuc- asure was Dean Irvin, a 33-year resilear war, because less effort would
continued on page 5
be devoted toward seeking a peaceful solution to international crisis
situations.
Gerry Stevens, regional director
of the Federal Emergency Management Agency, defended the plan,
saying, "while this is by no means a
perfect plan, it is a start." Stevens
also claimed the media was promoting.misinformation about the plan.
"I've seen a figure that $8 million
is being spent on the plan for Albuquerque,". Stevens said. "In fact,
we don't even spend $8 million for

BEIRUT, Lebanon (UPI)- A
bomb tore apart the front of the U.S.
Embassy Monday, killing at least 29
people and wounding more than 100
in an avalanche of .shattered glass
and collapsing concrete. At least
nine Americans were among those
killed.
"The ones who did this, I hope
they die a slow death," said an
American woman from the embassy, her head bandaged and her
white-print dress caked with blood.
A Moslem extremist group, the
Islamic Struggle Organization,
claimed responsibility for the
bombing.
The same group claimed responsibility for a hand grenade attack that
injured five Marines in the multinational peJce-keeping force last
month.
Officials in Beirut had no immediate explanation of what caused
the blast, but the Lebanese Christian
militia radio said a man on a suicide
mission slammed a truck with more
than 300 pounds of explosives into
the front of the building.
''There was security for the
embassy,'' said embassy foreign aid
official Kurt Shafer, who escaped
through a blown-out window in the
back of the building.
"But a madman can just pull up a
car, push a button and you can do
nothing about it.''
The American University Hospital said 29 bodies were recovered but
only nine bodies had been identified.
About half of the 105 injured received superficial wounds, about 25
others required surgery and at least

ll were severely burned by the blast
or crushed by debris.
Rescuers used arc lights into the
early hours Tuesday to search the
rubble for more victims.
''There are more bodies in
there," an embassy official said.
The State Department said it
could only confirm six American
deaths, based on initial reports, but
hospital spokesmen in Beirut said
later that six American military personnel and at least three civilian employees were killed.
Assistant Secretary of State Lawrence Eagleburger said two foreign
service officers, two members of the
office of military cooperation training the Lebanese army and two employees of the Agency for International Development were among
those killed.
He said it was "too early to say"
if Marine guards outside the embassy were killed because reports from
Beirut were "fragmentary" and
"we are not sure of the total number
of injured or dead.''
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National Review Rates
UNM Program in Top 25
The research-doctorate program
in electrical engineering at the University of New Mexico was rated in
the top quarter of 91 programs reviewed in a national publication for
improvement in program quality
over the last five years.
"An Assessment 'of ResearchDoctorate Programs in the United
States: Engineering/' published recently by the National Academy
Press, Washington, D.C.,. rated
UNM's program 21st out of 91.
"While there arc mote than 250
electrical engineering departments
in· the country, only 91 had sufficiently strong research-doctoral
programs to be included in this
.assessment of graduate programs,''
said Dr. Peter Dorato, chairman of
the UNM department of electrical
and computer engineering.
UNM's electrical engineering
graduate program also .ranked well
in the category of ''familiarity with
work of the program's faculty.'' In
that category, UNM tied for 38th

placeoutof91 with the University'of
California-Davis, Michigan State
University, University of Arizona,
University of Pittsburg and the State
University of New YorkwBuffalo.
The graduate program in electrical engineering also was cited in '• A
Rating of Graduate Programs,''
published by the American Council
on Education in 1970, for the quality
of the graduate faculty and effectiveness of the doctoral program.
••With some of the recent support
from the governor and state Legisla·
tore; including a new building and
support for excellence in microelectronics, the departmenthopes to
improve its position even further .
"A strong. graduate program in
electrical engineering would not
only be a key factor in attracting high
technology industry to the state, but
would also help provide a quality
graduate education in this area of
high job demand to residents of the
state;'' Dorato said.

.,.

Michael A. dallegos

NO MORE NEDS: Firemen inspect the destruction at Ned's EI Portal" Lounge caused by
an eerlymorning fire. There were no injuries and there was no immediate estimate of the
demage. An investigation into the ceuse of the fire was started immediately. District
Three Fire Chief Bill Pedigo said that it was a totelloss.
11
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Wire Report

Eating Disorders

by United Press International

lly Mark Michnovicz

Lebanon War Coverage Results in Pulitzer Awards
NEW YORK- The Washington
Post and The New York Times each
won two Pulitzer Prizes Monday and
the coveted award for public service
went to !he Jackson, Miss., Clarion·
Ledger.
The awards to the Times and Post
included one !hey shared for their
individual coverage of the war in
Lebanon. The prizes brought to 54
the number of Pu!itz.ers won by the
Times and to 18 for the Post.
New York Times columnist Rus·
sell Baker, a 1979 prize winner for
newspaper commentary, also won
this year's biography award for his
autobiographical book "Growing
Up."
The Boston Globe won the prize
for national reporting, its ninth
Pulitzer, for a 56-page Sunday
magazine supplement titled, "War
and Peace in the Nuclear Age." The
Pulitzer jurors said the section,
which generated 6,000 requests for
copies, "was published to help the
citizen understand the nuclear arms
debate.··
Two Knight-Rldder newspapers
- The Fort Wayne (Ind.) News·
Sentinel and the Miami Herald also won awards.
The Fort Wayne paper received

the general local reporting prize for
coverage of the worst floods to hit
the city in nearly 70 years."
The Miami Herald won the editorial writing award for its campaign
agaimt the Reagan adntinistration 's
policy of detaining illegal Haitian
immigrants.
The Boston Globe's entry was
nominated for a public service
award,. but the Pulitzer board moved
it to the national reporting category.
In awarding the public service
award to the Jackson Clarion Ledger, the Pulitzer board said the
newspaper's 24-day series of news
stories, analysis and editorials las~
November on public education in
Mississippi "helped change the
course of education" in the state,
Richard Locher of the Chicago
Tribune won the prize for editorial
cartooning for subjects ranging from
President Reagan to the Middle East
to home computers,
Loren Jenki115 of The Washington
Post and Thomas L. Friedman of
The New York Times shared the
prize for international reporting for
their individual coverage of the war
in Lebanon, particularly the massa.c:re last September at two Palestinian refugee camps in West Beirut.

Lorena Tofani of The Washine.-

ton Post was a\Yarded the special
local reporting prize for a series of
articles disclosing the •'unsuspe-;:~ed
and alarming e)(tent of rape and s.exual assault on men by other inmates
in the Prince George's COU!ll)' De~
tention Center in Maryland."
Nan Rol:lertson of The New Yod;
Times won the feature 'i'.Titing award
for her "diamatic personal account
of how she was struck by toxic shock
syndrome" on Thanksgiving 1981.
Claude Sitton of The Nel't'S and
Observer of Raleigh, N.C., won the
commentary prize for his weekly
column on national and international
issues .and politics for a regional audience.
The prize for spot news photography went to Bill Foley of The
Associated Press for a series of pic-

lllre:$oflheS:ili.ra refugee camp mas·
ssocre in we>t Beirut, and James B.
Dkkman of The Dallas Times
Hcra!:d ;wn lhe feature photography
prize: f12r a s:p:1:ial report on El Sal·
\'sOOi.

The prize for criticism was
31V2.!'ded 11.1 Manuela Hoelterboff of
The W::ill Street Journal for critiques
of diyen;e subJects ranging from a
tde•ision series to opera in New
York.
Alice Walker, 39, ~ughter of a
t = t fanner,~. the flrst black
WO!ll3.ll ta .,..,fu a .J?ulitzer prize for
fiction .tbr her 00\'el, "The Color
Purple," a stot)' ofa te.:nage bride in
the rural American South.
In a.oodler .i'irslfontomen, Ellen
T. z.,iJ.ich was selected. winner of
!be mus.ic: prize for "Three Movements for Orchestra." All previous

music winners were men.
The Times' Baker waH cited for
his book reminiscing about the first
25 years of his life starting in the.
mountains of Virginia in the Depression and through World War II.
Marsha Norman won the drama
prize for her Broadway play,
'"Night, Mother," about a woman
trying to talk her daughter out of
suicide,
Susan Sheehan's book "Is There
No 'Place on Earth for Me?'' about a
pseudonymous, schizophrenic
woman who ~pent 17 years in mental
institutions won the gener!ll nonfiction prize.
Galway Kinnell won the poetry
prize for "Selected Poems" .and
Rhys 1... Isaac won in the history
category for ''The Transformation
of Virginia, 1740-.1790."

Salvadoran Defense Minister Resigns
SAN SALVADOR, EJ Salvador
- Facing another mutiny in bis
ranks, Defense Minister Jose Guil·
Ierma Garcia resigned Monday,
triggering a major shakeup in the
Salvadoran military command.
Gen. Carlos Eugenio Vides Casa-

oova, commander of the National
Guard, v.""aS nominated the new defense m.in.is~er, .said a statement from
the president's office. that was read

on a local radio station.
The constituent assembly must
ratify the nomination.

Republicans Move to Break Spending Deadlock
WASHJNGTON- In an unusual move, a few conservative Republican
senators brought Rep. Phil Gramm, R-Texas, in Monday to try to break the
stalemate in the Senate Budget Committee over a 1984 spending plan.
Gramm met with conservative Republican Sens. Orrin Hatch of Utah,
William Armstrong of Colorado and Steven Symms ofldaho, all members of
!he bud!!et committee, to draft an alternative budget plan.
The proposal would freeze. spending for non-defense programs at current
levels, limit defense growth to less than 5 percent, and preserve the third year
of the income tax· cut and tax indexing.
The fact the senators requested Gramm's help at all was itself an indication
of haw deeply divided the Senate Republicans are over a 1984 budget
proposal.
The budget commiuee planned to meet Tuesday to resume its drafting of a
spending plan, The panel became deadlocked last Thursday when it could not
agree on the amount of new taxes to be raised next year.
Committee Chairman Pete Domenici, R-N.M., said Monday he had not
yet achieved a compromise agreement an taxes. Four separate tax proposals

. Bul!mia is the most common e!ltmg disorder among college stu·
dents, says Norma Wilkes, local
spokeswoman for the National
Association of Anorexia Nervosa
and Associated Disorders.
Dr. Craig Johnson, director of the
Anorexia Nervosa Center at Chicago's Micha.el Reese Hospital and
Medical Center, estimates that "up
to 20 percent of women on college
campus!ls are involved to same degree in bulimia." A study at Ohio
State University produced an estimate of30 percent.
Forms of bulimia include selfinduced vomiting after eating, abuse
of laxatives or ltiuretics and excessive exercise as means for contrailing or losing weight. Anorexia nervasa, or self-starvation, is another
eating disorder.
- Wilkes started a self-help group

were defeated last week, when none of them could win a majority of votes.
Gramm led the conservative "boll weevil" Democrats in the House in
support of President Reagan's economic policies the past two years, but
switched parties when Democratic leaders stripped him of .his Budget Committee assignment.
"Basically, we're trying to break a stalemate in Congress,'' Gramm told
reporters outside a Senate committee room.
Gramm said the proposal would preserve the third year of the Reagan tax
cut program and tax indexing, which is to begin in 1985 and would prevent
inflation from moving taxpayers into higher tax brackets,
The plan would also freeze spending of entitlement programs, after allowing for inflation, and freeze other nondefense domestic programs at their
l9831eve]s. It would also impose a pay freeze on civilian federal employees.
Gramm would not disclose the limit placed on defense spending increases,
but a congressional aide said the plan would h'old defense growth to less than
the 5 percent a year the Senate Budget Committee already adapted.
Reagan had requested a 10 percent increase in defense spending. The
House-passed budget resolutions provides a 4 percent increase.

AnnoUllctmtniS In Lip Strvlu ""'prlnttd tht day
bt/M iht ..,.nl 1111d tht day oftlw """' on a SPQCt
aroilabk basis. Lip Str>l<t! Is fl'IGilablt to ail UNM
·non-pro/It i.JflblfitQtionS. Forms for Up Sln~ice am_

SPUJIS WiU meet at 7:]0 p.m•. today in the SUB,
room: 23JC. Ne:w membcn Who have not paid their
dues must do so at thls meetlna.

bt pk&d "11 In Marron Hall, room 118, 1111d Mll$1 bt
tum«/ in by I p.m•. thodayprlortopubllcat/on.

Wednesday's Events

Today's Eveats
" t.o.t.. .., "em- ,_,., ne III'IIJ'• ...

Hew'a" will be ·beld from 10 to 11 Lin.- today at

CuetrServkes, MOl& Villi HaD, room2131.
nollNM llitllfloiU:..,. meets Ill p.m. Tuesdays
In C'..,rlisle <lym. Win be preplrina. for the Tulsl
Toul'nUIICnt.

no s.n . o - a.~ mcm ot 7::!0 p.m. Tuesdays
in the SUB, room 250C·D. 11le . club features
medloo.. dances usinas so,.. ani! clwtu from
major world. rellaionl. No experience neeaiary. More
infDmllltion Is available 11268-5743.
no GeNt• lo; 11- SodeiJ will hold. iu fitst
meetln1 tot neW members at 7 p.m. today in tile SUB,
room:I!OA·B. All members are requested to attend.

no "-••111111111to., " - w i l l present

<luy l'emll, of Ohio Sllte Uai..,ity, who wills peak
en uNAsA.ReKarch Airc:rdt.,'' at3 p.m:. W~nesday
in !lie Mecbanl<:al EnJinocrint Buildina. FerreU wnt
be on hand most of the dly to showvicleotapeund

uswer questions.

1M c.a,.-lllltlelloll will be bdd at7:30 p.m.
Wednosdly In the Hokont Loun,.. Old members wUI
meet 111 p.m. Members neal to Cl!lan officer If the
can't attend.
t.etr. Vl..t 'lriU present blllntual readinp by
Contributon to ·~conceptions Soulbwest'' from noon
to 1 p.m. WednesdaylntheOrt<pH.ULounae. The
nutpzine
be availible to the pubEc.

.,.;u

Garcia, who had been under
pressure from junior officers for his
handling of the war against leftist
guerrillas, had survived numerous
government reorganizations sinc;e
the Oct. 15, 1979 coup he helped
lead.
"Yes, gentlemen, it's true," Gar·
cia told reporters when asked
whether President Alvaro Magana
had accepted his offer to step dawn.
"I know wbo the new minister
will be, but I can not say who it is.
That is up to the president," Garcia
said.
Military sources had said Vides
Casanova was in line to succeed
Garcia and that a major shakeup was
underway in the command of El Sal·
vader's security forces.
A source close to the presidency
said Col. Francisco Moran, head of
the dreaded Treasury Police accused
of many of the country's human
rights abuses, would retire., . ·· · ·
Col. All:lerto Landaverde, chief of
the First Artillery Brigade, will re•
place Col. Mario Alberto Reyes
Mena as chief of staff, the source
said.
The fate of Reyes Mena, a
staunch Garcia supporter only recently named to his post, was not
known.
Military officers awaiting Magana's decision on whether to accept
Garcia's resignation earlier met to
discuss the crisis.
Air force Col. Juan Rafael Bustillo, who threatened mutiny last week
if Garcia did not resign, reportedly
left with a "negotiating commission" for an undisclosed location.
It was not immediately clear who
made up the team, but sources said
Bustillos' top aide, Maj. Juan Turcios, had been called to the .Defense
Ministiy.
Bustillo supported a January
mutiny by anny l..t. Col. Sigifredo
Oc:boa thatended With Oc:hoa taking
a diplomatic post in Washington in
exchange for an agreement from
Garcia to quit by mid-April, according. to military sources.

Officers like Bustillo and Oc:hoa
advocated a more aggressive war
against leftist rebels trying to overno GIMrol Llhn17 Ceouodl H Staff AHalro will
have • balce sale front J0:30 t.m. to 1:30 p.m. throw the U.S.-bac:ked government.
Wedl1elday ln front of Zimntemtoll Library.
Rebel and military sources rePl'llldndal Se.olars need to sign up for the sprina ported 55 dead or wounded around
potluck held Friday before 5 p.m. Wednesday In the the country in the past 24 hours.
HonorS Center.
The rebel's Radio Venceremos
'ho UNM SPinlsh Clubm..U at l p.m. Wed· said 32 soldiers were wounded and
nesdays in the International Center. Las t.oma; eight killed in combat Sunday
Avenue.
around San Francisquito, a village in
no. Ga, ond Looblu ctoti witt present Becky Morazan province 84 miles northBoSch, a counselor· at lhe Albuqi.lelqlic ·'CotinSeUng
t. f S s·al ad
Cooperative, who will speai< on''Frlendshlps or Love eas 0
an
V Or •
no UNM

Collep • .,.......

.,.;u meet u mo

p.m. WednesdaylnthtSUB,room2.lO.

Relationships?" at?:lO p.m. Wednesday in the SUB, ·
room 23tA-c. This will be the last rn"ting or the
semeste-r·. Weekend_ and Summer idivies willmlso be
discussed, Mo,..lnrormatlott is availa&te at the ofi'lce
in the sus, room 215, or by calina2?7-6139.
11ie .IINM llallroom Do~<e ttub I• selling I· shirts
iod6.SO. All proceeds defra~ CllpenS.. lrom the
Spring .Format April 22. More. Information Is
available from Marlell< Jchnsoh at247•8782.

•iMJnorltfu and Medlthte:,.. a niotiv111ionat
workshop program, will be held May .2l·27, More
iritorni:ation .fs available by Writing "Motivational
Workshop Program"/StUdent Affairs Oli'lce/Baslc
Science Medical Bldg.,. roo111 106/AibUquerque,
N.M., 87131, or by calling Lauro Silva, MWP
coordinator, at 277·4654 or277•2728.

The broadcast said the soldiers
·
were part of the U.S.trained Atonal
batallion and the elite Jagua batta·
lion, Which have been condUcting art
anti-insurgency operation in Lie area
since late last week.
Military officials reported t5 soldiers killed when a land mine blew
up a trOOp transport outside the town
of C(fncepcion Quetzaltepeque, 29
miles northeast of the capital.

~Epidemic'

for people with eating disorders in
October 1981. The group meets
from 7 to 9 p.m. Tuesdays at .the
University of New Mextco
Women's Center.
·
.
" Smce the group began, 1t ~as
hel~d ~ore than 2~ people, m·
cludmg SIX "!en, WJ!kes says. The
agesofthasemthegrouprangefrom
14,~o mor~ than 50 years old.
Helpmg 200 people on.ly
scr~tche~ the ·Surface (of !hose w•th
~atmg d1sarders), but they ~ commg out of the clo,s,et and talking ab·
out the problem, she says.
Thepurposeofthegroupistohelp
people realize. they are not alone, she.
says. The atmosphere is one of
acceptance, in which group mem·
l:lers Jearn to deal with their habitual
l:lehaviar and discuss the underlying
problems, Wilkes says.
Bulimarectics tend to have perfectionist characteristics. They are

I

l

I .•

!

Signatures Collected
To Get into Harvard

people-pleasing, and portray ;~
facade of confidence, adequacy and
togetherness. But inside, they are
totally apposite. They don't take
care of their own needs, have an
inability to express negative feeling
such as anger, and. have feelings of
anxiety, depression and selfloathing, Wilkes says.
Some bulimarectics will gorge
themselves on up to 40,000 calories,
then make themselves vomit; others
will induce vomiting after eating an
apple, she says.
The problem is not food, but the
obsessive behavior patterns, says
Wilkes, and these mannerisms escalate over time. If a person purges
himself once a week, there is a big
chance that soon it will be twice a
week, then once or twice a day. It
perpetuates over time, she says.
"You can't just stop the symp·
toms," she says. If a person is
farced to stop one type of obsessive
behavior without working out the
underlying problems, chances are
they will pick up a different eating
·
disorder, she says,
The physical side effects of bulimia include dizziness, breakage of
blood vessels under the eyes, dental
decay from the acid content of
vomit, menstrual cycle irregularity
or Joss, gastro-intestinal problems
and ulcers, electrolite imbalance
from ridding the body of potassium
and other electrolites, and even
death, Wilkes says.
Anorexia and other eating dis·
orders used to be very rare condi·
tions, Wilkes says, but with the in·
crease of reported cases in recent
years doctors are calling it an
epidemic.
"Certainly one cause for this is
society's emphasis on thinness and
perfection. Also, our obsession with
physical fitness has a lot to do with
it," she says.
Far more infonnation on the selfhelp group, call Wilkes at 266·0459.

CAMBRIDGE, MASS,
(CPS)- A little thinglikerejec·
tian isn't enough to keep Steven
Goodman out of Harvard, or so
Goodman thinks,
Rejected by the Ivy league
school twa years ago, Goodman,
now a sophomore at Duke, is
appealing to Harvard students to
help him transfer to Harvard next
fall.
Goodman has planted himself
in dining halls and other heavilytrafficked parts of the Harvard

campus, trying to gain enough
signatures on a petition to impress university admissions
officers.
Nat leaving much else to
chance, either, Goodman also
gained 500 Brown University
student signatures on a petition to
get into Brown.
"He may have gotten enough
good will from the students,"
Lola H. Minifie of Harvard's
admissions office said, but that
may not be enough. "We are
pretty traditional around here."

Snafu
University of New Mexico student and faculty discount cards will be
distributed during class registration, Monday through May 9, ipstead of
Friday through Wednesday as reported in Wednesday's lDaily Lobo.
The cards will be distributed in front of Bandelier Hall and in the Delta
Sigma Pi business fraternity office in the Anderson School ofManage.rlent,
room 108-A.
The Daily Lobo regrets the error.

DO YOU LIKE
YOLLEYDALLr

~~~.~~.Cu.
s
\gl
at the Galeria

You'll Love Wolleyboll at the Executive Sports Club.
.We are New Mexico's #1 Walleyball Club.
\Valleyballls like volleyball
·
but now you can play off the walls and roof!

WALLEYDALL SPECIAL with this coupon:
1. Full use of Executive Sports Club, except Nautilus and C.A.T. room
2. Free use of R~ll courts during "preferred lime."
Reservations can be made 2 days in advance by phone.
3 •. One free Executive \Volleyball T-Shlrt.
4. Friday night \Volleyball Parliesl
5. The best lime you've ever had!
AU this for only $149.00 plus lox foro slx monlh membership.
coupon good until May 15, 1983
40 Fint Plaza at the Galeria 842·9428

Welcotne ••• there's room tor vou
Undergraduate students are
also needed on the following
faculty committees:

,,

I

l'I,

~II

,,II'I'
li

ii

~

~

(Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico)

Applications are now being accepted
for the following positions for 1983-84
Chief Administrative Aide to the
President
Attorney General
Assistant Attorney Generals
Treasurer
Student Court
Student Standards and Grievances
Comm.
Lobby Comm.
Voter Registration Comm.
Elections Commission
Budget Inquiry Board
Film Committee
Speakers committee

Popular Entertainment Comm.
Fiesta Committee
Cultural Committee
NM Union Board
Student Publications Board
ASUNM Textbook Co·op
Child Care Co·op
Homecoming Comm.
International Affairs Comm.
Intramural and Recreation Board
University Radio Comm.
Travel Comm.
Crafts Area

Athletic Council
Campus Planning Comm.
Computer Use Comm.
Continuing Education Comm.
Curricular Comm.
Admission and Registration Comm.
General Honors Council
Human Subjects Comm.
Library Committee
Scholarship, Loans and Prizes Comm.
Faculty Senate Representatives

Thank you,
Dan Serrano
ASUNM President

Please apply in person
at the ASUNM Offices,
2nd floor SUB
(southwest corner, Suite 242)
277·5528
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Ersatz Hormone Affects Descendants

Forum

By Joan Padilla

Letters.---

Editorial

Salaries Poor Incentive

Publications Board

Editor:
Two hearings will be held this. week to determipe ~ow best to
administrate the Daily Lobo and other student publications.
A task force, made up of a faculty member, several s~ude~ts and
some individuals from outside the University commu~1ty Will hold
the hearings Thursday at 7 p.m. and Saturday at 9 a.m. 1n room 2404
of the law school.
Changes in the Student Publications Board have been needed for a
very long time. It's by-laws are vague and outdated; manyof them
simply no longer apply, And the structure of the board allows for
.
political manipulation and backlash.
As it stands, the board is made up of ele-.:en members. A whopping
five members are appointed by the executive branch of undergra?uate student government. Another two are appointed by the execut1.ve
branch of graduate student government. Three member~ are faculty/
staff and the journalism department head serves as cha1rman of the
board.
h
·
1 •
Surely even the most open-minded can see t ere 1s a g anng
imbalance of pertinent members on the board.
The problem is this: how do we keep the Daily Lobo in the hands of
the students but out of reach of student government?
The task force on Thursday will receive from the Daily Lobo the
following proposal.
The board should be made up of five members- one undergraduate student appointed bytheASUNM Vice President and approved by
the Senate; one graduate student appointed by the GSA pres!dent
and approved by the council; one undergraduate student appointed
by a consensus of the journalism depart ~)'lent prl!fessors; one facul~y/
staff member appointed by the Umvers1ty president; and one chairman, the journalism department head.
All members shall be appointed.alternately by twos for three consecutive full-length semesters.
This structure well serves many purposes. First and most importantly, it maintains student control, but eliminat~s student government control. No one faction can bloc vote on any 1ssue and expect to
win, simply by virtue ofthe .numbers. The only m~jorityvoteon such a
five-member committee, m terms of spec1al mterest groups, can
come from the three students and only then if they vote togeth~~
which is how it should be. If those three students agree on a .dec1s1on
in spite of their divergent interests, then the result surely Will be the
best possible.
.
.
.
Secondly, the long-term staggered appointments will prov1de a
continuity, a short-time history if you will, of the board and of the
agencies it supervises.
.
.
.
Thirdly, the structure provides for r~p~esen_tation from a! I pertment
parties. Faculty is represented. Admm1strat1on (by appomtment of
faculty members) is represented. Journalism is represented. Graduate and undergraduates .students are represented in the majority,
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The most important decision the board makes every year is the
selection of a Daily Lobo editor, That selection process must be free of
political manipulation if the editor and the newspaper are to be free of
political manipulation.
The Daily Lobo urges the task force and all interested parties to
consider this proposal as a possible solution to a perennial problem.
It's time for the change.
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Editor:
"The remarks painted on the wall.s make absolutely no sense," wrote
James Howell in the April18 Daily Lobo, referring to the recent act of
graffiti vandalism on campus. I will grudgingly agree with Howell the
vandalism was stupid; you can't diminish militarism by defacing
universities. But Howell's remark is ignorant and mean: El Salvador
may not be "Spanish for Vietnam" as the vandals metaphorically
claimed, but the only essential difference between the two is geographic.
I'm an honorably-discharged Marine Corps sergeant (1969-71, including seven months in the Asian Theatre); my older brother is an
honorably-discharged Green Beret (now a Bowling Green, Ohio
policeman) who was wounded twice during his 18-month stint in
Nam in 1968-69. I'm not making a maudlin bid for sympathy when I
say that Vietnam-era militarism took its toll on us and our class- a
toll I'm never going to stop resenting.
Among other problems, my brother will suffer from bouts of malaria fever for the rest of his life: and I (at 33) am battling a painful hiatal
hernia- a degenerating stomach- a stress-induced condition
which will not only shorten my life but has eaten up c;~ll of my savings
as a part-time teacher, since the VA Hospital won't help me, claiming
my problem can't be "proven to be servic~~relilted."
.. "" .· J
I'm not bitching, just passing on some information. I would also like
to pass the following advice from Irishman Brendan Behan on to the
university community: "I respect kindness to human beings first of
all, and kindness to animals. I don't respect the law; I have a total
irreverence for anything connected with society e)(cept that which
makes the roads safer, the beer stronger, the food cheaper, and Old
men and old women warmer in the winter and happier in the
summer,''
Succumbing to nationalistic jingoism, U.S. hegemonistic politi~;s,
and whatthe University Reviewfolkscall "law and order,'' my brother
and I made a moral mistake, along with hundreds of thousands of
other "good American boys." Two decades later, James Howell and
the UNM College Republicans are making that same mistake.
Don't listen to their obtuse, flag-waving, anti-human rhetoric,
which values property rights over human rights. The important battle
today is between the peoples of the world everywhere and their
repressive, murderous, militaristic corpro-governments, including
the Reagan administration. The rea/enemy of freedom is imperialistic
militarism, not frustrated, ineffectual (and yes, Mr. Howell, lawbreakingl graffiti writers.
A total of 13,066 of my fellow Marines were killed for the biggest
zero in .American history. With El Salvador looming, I confess I'm
curious to know jUst how much suffering Howell and his Republican
cohorts have had to endure at the hands of the American police state
they worship so much.
John Ames

Richardson To Lecture
Congressman Bill Richardson
will be the major speaker at a forum
on U.S. foreign policy and Central
America scheduled for April 30 in
Kiva Auilitorium.
The Santa Fe Democrat will describe his three-day fact-finding
visit to El Salvador earlier this
month, where he urged a negotiated
settlement involving all the political
factions in the country.
A period for questions from the
audience will follow Richardson's
remarks, and a film describing conditions in neighboring Nicaragua
will be shown.

The forum is from 3 to 5:30p.m.,
and is open to the public with no
charge for admission.

continued from page 1
BILL RICHARDSON

Kathleen Toussaint has been chosen to be the directoroftheUniversity of
New Mexico International Center, Toussaint, 28, is a graduate student in
French and plans to complete a master's degree in English. She holds a
teaching position with the French department, and has co-directed the French
for Children Program during the last two years.
Jeff Alexancler, Stephanie Cash and Stephanie Dominguez, ali.UNM
journalism students, have received awards ofexcellence from the Society of
Professional Journalists, Sigma Delta Chi. Alexander was first in spot news
photography, Cash took first in radio documentaries, and Dominguez was
second in spot newswriting.
Klaus Keil, John L. Rust, Dr. F. Donald Bloss and Bea CappeUi will all
receive Regents medals for distinguished service to UNM at commencement
exercises May 15. .Keil is a geology professor, Rust a local businessman,
Bloss is the Caswell Silver endowment professor in geology 1 and Cappelli is
an administrative assistant in the fine arts department.

He was the first person to receive a doctorate from the SOlfege.of J¥~ca
tion in 1960 and now, after 19years at UNM, Horaclo Ulibarri Is retmng.
He is in Guatemala acting as chief of party for the UNM Technical Advisory
in the area of administration to set up a master's degree program in education
administration there.
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people know whether they h11ve ever
been exposed to DES," said Jellow.
"In a lot of ways you don't want to
know if you are a DES son or daughter, but it's better than not
knowing."
About half of the DES daughters
have rep,oduction problems, including difficulty becoming pregnant,
premature births and stillblrt:hs.
But it is not only a women's problem. Although Jess is known about
the medical problems of DESexposed sons, more attention fo.
cuses on them today. About onethird of DES sons have one or more
genital abnormalities, and some of
these can be expected to cause fert:ility problems, according to a 1982
article.
Widespre11d u~e of DES began in
1948 after observations were made
that it could help prevent miscarriages and pregnancy complications. But as early as 1938, its safety
had been questioned when it was
shown that animals exposed to DES
developed breast cancer.
Its effectiveness was also questioned when some studies showed
DES was no better than a placebo in
preventing miscarriages and that it
might have been conducive to premature labor.
The DES storm broke when from
1966to 1969, eightyoungwomenin
Boston were treated for a rare fonn
of vaginal cancer.
More information is available
from Jellow at 277-6404 or 2429212; DES Action New Mexico,
P.O. Box 40270, Albuquerque,
N.M. 87196.

dent of Albuquerque who served on
the American Anned Forces Advisory Association and the American
Security Council in the 1960s.
"They (proponents of the issue)
ate a misguided and mistaken
minority, 1 ' Irvin said. ''They plan to
lock our city and county into a
dangerous inferiority complex."
Irvin characterized opposition to
an evacuation plan as a carefully
orchestrated attempt by the Soviet
Union to "take away our fredom of
action and our freedom of choice."
Irvin added that it was "no coincidence'' that evacuation plan opponents have the same aims as Soviet
leaders.
The vote came after hours of testi•
mony by opponents and proponents
of the plan, many of whom waited
outside the council chambers listening to loudspeakers ,of the debate
because of overflow conditions.
Concerned citizens had to wait
nearly an hour-and-a-half before the
7 p.m. hearing finally got underway
because of other council business.
The council first heard two hours of
scheduled testimony from citizens
including a retired. navy admiral,
area medical professionals and
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BOOKSIGNING

PARTY
Edward Abbey
Author of the Monkey Wrench Gang

2-4pm

April20

Living Batch Bookstore
106 Cornell S.E.
262-1619

For Just $1 and this coupon you may purchase a ron of fast
Kodak color flltn, ASA 400 Kodacolor (CG 135•24) from
Photo/Cine service and have It processed bY FOX. You get
241arge format prints and fast one-day service. co 135·36
film and 36 prints for $12. This special offer from FOX and
UNM Photo/Cine service expires May 31, 1983.

Reporter•• , ..•••.•••• , •.• Oennls Pohlman
~eporter.,,, ••...... , f , f, •• , ; laura Tolley
j4

"I think we have to do everything
we can to be prepared," said Mayor
Harry Kinney. "I visited Hiroshima
six years after they were bombed
and they were convinced that if they
would have had 30 minutes of warning, thousands of others would have
been saved."

"You've read hls books,
now see hls looks. "
~============:=:::;:;;:;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;u~~~;;~~~~~~;;;;..;~~-~~ ...................................... -= ...............i

and Will edit lel1ers for length and libelous qontant,

Reporter••

The discussion and vote Monday
drew the attention of some national
media, including the ABCTelevision "Nightline" team,
which plans to broadcast exerpts of

the meetin~ on tonight's program.
Albuquerque is considered a high
priority target because of the defense
research conducted here.
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several University of New Mexico
professors before opening the floor
to the public for an additional halfhour. A further period of statements
from the council members delayed
the final vote until approximately
11:40 p.m.

,.,}'nlo""'lion.P/fls• C•il·

Lottoro Submlaalon Polley; lel1ers to the editor must be typed, double-spaced and no mora
than 100 words. All mailed-In letters muot lle aigned by the author and include address and

Editor, .... , ... , ••.•.. , ... , , .. Keli\1 Gibbs
Managing Edltot., ... , .... Judy Nakamura
Associate Managing Editor , • Robart Wood

FRISBEE FOOTBALL: Two ultimate frisbee players practice on Johnson field for an Ultimate Frisbee tournament
held this past weekend in Soccoro. Ultimate Frisbee is
similar to football with a frisbee replacing the ball.

Evacuation-----------------------

M!Qor WilHam c. Curti!l won the Outstanding Area Su~rvisor Award,
and the entire James B. House Squadron, the UNM Air Force ROTC
detachment was honored as the Outstanding Area Squadron at the 35th
Annual National Conclave .of the Arnold Air Society and Angel Flight in
Memphis, Tenn., earlier this ~onf!!. The Arnold society and ~n~el Flight are
Air Force ROTC service otgaruzations that promotecommumty mvolvement
projects,

NEW M£X1Co---~------~~--

381400

Bla~;kwell

More Militarism Looming

Some will argue that because undergraduate student monies (disbursed by undergraduate student government) are the largest bulk
subscription paid to the Daily Lobo, then the b~l~ of the board should
be appointed by the student government, as 1t IS now.
The argument is flimsy at best, laughable at worst. The newspaper
operates on about $350,000 a year. It r11ceives some $40,000in bulk
subscription rates from undergraduate student government. It receives about $1,700 in bulk subscriptions rates and pre-paid advertising from graduate student government. That makes up about 10
percent of our entire operation .. The remaining 90 percent of our
budget is generated by ourselv.es through the sale of adv.ertisement
space. Therefore, if the board 1s to be structured accordmg to who
provides the most money, 90 percent of its members would be advertisers.

By the time our new student body president is out of office, we will
have paid him roughly $10,000 worth of ~;ash, expense accounts,
tuition etc., and he will have done little to benefit the student body.
Why is this?
Since we pay our student body representatives handsomely, we
encourage people to run for these offices who don't necessarily have
the interests of the students in mind. In most cases, our representatives have their own interests in mind!
A solution to this problem is to pay our ASUNM officers nothing. If
this were done, only those who really cared would seek ASUNM
offices. Student fees would come down a bit and benefits would
increase,
Your support is much needed on this- after all- ASUNM officers Will be against any action that we take to cut their S<Jiaries.

Barbara Jcllow's mother was
three months pregnant in 1951 when
she took diethylstilbestrol, or DES,
a synthetic compound thought to act
like the natural hormone estrogen.
She was given DES as a prevent!~·
tive measure because she was considered to be in ll high risk category over 35 11nd pregnant. She was 37.
Thirty-two years later, Barbara
Jellow is the coordinator of DES Action New Mexico, one of many support: and information groups formed
after 1971, when a link was established between DES and cancer in
the children of women who took the
drug while pregnant.
''Based on the percentage of people who took DES, we believe that
between 35,000 and 70,000 people
in New Mexico have been exposed
to it, either as a mother, son or
daughter," Jellow said. "That rate

does not come entirely from doses
given in New Mexico, but also from
tho~e people who took DES in
another state, then moved here or
whose children live here."
From 1941 to 1971, DES was
administered to between 3 million to
6 million pregnant women in the United States . .It was a "wonder drug''
and was enth!Jsiastically received
and prescribed.
Today, DES is known as a ''wonder drug" for a different reason. It
has many children of those pregnant
women who took it wondering:
Since the oldest DES daughters are
only in their40s, will DES have any
effect on them in menopause? What
are the effects of DES on men? Why
is DES on the market today and for
what is it used?
DES Action New Mexico is sponsoring an awareness week April 18
to25.
"The most import:ant thing is thllt

Nye

_Entertainment Reporter.,~ •.. Johanna Kin~
Data Entry ..... '.'' ....... ,., ..WrenPropp
Production Manager . , , •• Duane McG1egor
Technical Adviser ........ craig Chrlsslngar
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on campus • UNM Photo/Cine service
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Arts

Sports

Language Makes Bard's.Tragedy Concrete, Vivid

Meyer, Benoit Streak to Victory in Boston

By Leslie Donovan
Sometimes Shakespeare's 16thcentury words seem like abstractions of language to our 20thcentury cars, but the current Vortex
production of Shakespeare's most
personal tragedy, Hamlet, makes
that language immediate, concrete
and vividly understandable.
The language is the core of power
in Shakespeare's drama, and this
core (to use Rilkc's image) lives like
a sweet apple in the mouth of the
Vortex's Hamlet, Peter Shea Kierst.
Throughout the performance,
Kierst is in complete control of his
characterization, his language and
his physical presence.
Never does the language get away
from him and begin to sound like
literature instead of the dramatic in-

tcmal struggle of the cornered young
Hamlet.
He punctuates the difficult iambic
pentameter with extremely modem
pauses, pace and inflection in such a
way that the meaning is created and
revealed through the language instead of hindered by it, as in many
modern performances of
Shakespeare.
Kierst's is a wholly believable
and painfully familiar Hamlet.
The actor's hands serve as expressive external indicators of internal emotion, while the set becomes
the structure Kierst wraps his body
around, describing in powerful
physical terms the intensity of Hamlet's emotions,
But Kierst was not the only Vortex actor who gave a fine performance in this production of Hamlet.

UNM law Professor Garret Flickinger as Polonius was adept at making the sometimes foolish politician
likable and natural, while Stephanie
Bilderbeck gave a good, solid performance as the naive, confused
Ophelia.

Using subtle facial expressions
·.and gestures in a unique way, UNM
modem and classical language Professor Peter Pabisch proved skillful
at making the usurper Claudius a
believable character, although at
times his characterization was

almost too human, too normal for a
man one wants to hate as much as
Hamlet docs,
As Queen Gertrude, Suzanna
Pryce gave a very compassionate
performance filled with postures
that showed her a victim of circumstance and her own emotions,
Ron Atkins an.d John Hardman
also deserve mention for their welldone, wry performances of the in~
ratiating Rosencrantz and Gulldenstern, as does Charles Hansen
Pike UI for his rendition of the social
butterfly Osric.
The production was a ''rehearsal
Hamlet," one which, through ordinary modern dress and a sparse, simple stage built on platforms, ramps
and steps, tried, as the program
says, to present ''a production s~p
ped of non-essentials, sustamed

only by the text and the interaction of
the characters."
Though at first it was psychologically difficult to ignore the sharp
contrast between the Renaissance
language and the m?dern presence
of jeans and down Jackets, by the
end the problem had b~en ,fo~gotten
as director Ralph Adkins a1m became reality - that S~akesperu:e
can still be a potent theatncal expenence with or without elaborate staging, costumes and effects.
The Vortexproduction of Hamlet
will be presented at 8 p.m. Fridays
and Saturdays, 2:30 p.m. Sundays
through May 2. Tickets are $4
general public, $3.50 ~tudents and
seniors, and $2.50 children under
12. Reservations (247-8600) are
highly encouraged because of soldout performances last weekend.

Concert Closes Ensemble's Season

Pianist Cancels;
Concert Goes On
By Jenny Williamson

acclaimed by High Fidelity
Magazine as "sensitive and

Idil Birct will replace Aldo
Ciccolini, who canceled his
appearance with the New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra after refus·
ing to play a piece he had previously agreed to do.
William Weinrod, executive
administrator of the NMSO said
Ciccolini refused to play this
weekend unless the program was
changed. Wcinrod said changing
the program at such short notice
would have been unfair to both
the audience and the musicians.
As the guest artist, Biret will
play Prokofiev's Piano Concerto
No.1 inD Flat Major, Shostakovich's Symphonic Variations and
"Three Dances" from Smetana's The Bartered Bride at 8:15
p.m. Friday and Saturday in
Popejoy Hall.
Born in Turkey, the 42-yearold pianist began her studies at
the age of 3. She made her concert debut at age 11 in .Paris. She
has also performed with the Boston Symphony Orchestra.
The New York Times says,
"Talent is what Idil Biret has in
prodigious measure," and she is

accomplished.•. , Her fluency
seems limitless."
In October, the NMSO received written confirmation that
Ciccolini would play the Prokofiev Piano Concerto No.1, but
in late March, the artist refused to
perform the piece. He offered to
substitute other works that did
not blend with the previously
scheduled concert program.
Ron Napa! of Matthews/Napa!
Artist Management in New York
City said, "We regret the cancellation. It is difficult with any
perfoming artist to make plans 2
or 3 years in advance, as we did
with Mr. Ciccolini.
"He expected to have had the
opportunity to perform the Prokofiev many more times than he
did, but was unable to. He chose
to cancel the concert, rather than
play a piece he was not comfortable with."
Maestro Yoshimi Takeda felt
that adherence to the April program was necessary because of
other unavoidable changes in the
1982-83 subscription series.

The Ensemble of Santa Fe will
present the final concert of the 198283 chamber music season in St.
francis Auditorium/Museum of
Fine Arts.
The Quintet for Piano and Wi11ds,
op. 16, by Beethoven will open the
afternoon program at 3 p.m. on Sunday. Although a direct descendant of
Mozart's piano and wind quintet,
this work's style tends toward a solo
piano texture with wind accompaniment. Pianist George Robert will be
joined by the principal winds from
the Orchestra of Santa Fe.
Basoonists Artemus Edwards and
George Robert will perform the
Sarabande et Cortege pour Basson
et Piano, by the contemporary

French composer, Henri Dutilleux.
In contrast to Dutilleux's more
modern style is that of Gabriel
Faure.
Faure said his life's ideal was
musique de chambre, and in the
Sonata for Cello and Piano in G
minor, op. 117, he eloquently

achieves his goal. Although written
in 1922, during the revolutionary era
of.the early 20th century, the Sonata

sing such stars as 1982 champion
Salazar, Australian Rob de Castella,
Dick Beardsley or any legitimate
foreign threat, such as Japan's
Toshihiko S~:ko.
Meyer has now won four of the
seven marathons he bas run, including the Chicago marathon last
September and marathons in Detroit
and Rio de Janeiro in 1980. Most
recently, be won a 30-kilometer race
in Ohne, Japan, on Feb. 20, the
Chell)' Blossom I 0-mile race March
27 in Washington, D.C., and the
lO,OQO meters at the Colonial relays
in Williamsburg, Va., on April 2,
Benoit, women's track coach at
Boston University, underwent double Achilles' heel surgery on Dec.
28, 198 I . Last year she bettered
Waitz's women's mark at the Falmouth, Mass., road race and estnblishcd U.S. marks in the marathon,
half-marathcn, 10,000-meters and
10 miles.
Benoit was fourth in the recent
cross country championships in
Gatcshead, England. She broke arecord held by Roc alone until Sunday, when Waitz tied the mark in a
London marathon.
Rounding out the top 10 men
were: Ed Mendoza of Flagstaff,
Ariz., 2:10:06 in fourth place; Chris
Bunyan of Carbondale, Ill.,
2:10:54; David Edge of Canada,
2: 11 :03; Michael Laynan of Spokane, Wash,, 2:11:24; Dan Schlesinger, Cambridge, Mass., 2:11:36;
JeffWcllsofEugene, Ore., 2:11:42;
and Rodgers, 2:11:58.
Jim Knaub of Long Beach, Calif.,
won his second straight wheelchair
division Boston in a time of 1:47:10,
a new division record.

Michael A. Gallegos

PLAY AT SECOND: Lobo shortstop Claire Miller and second baseman Sheila Blonigan team up to get a player from
Cal-State Fullerton out. The Lobos will be taking on Long Beach State this Friday and Saturday playing doubleheaders
each da_y.

............
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(UPI) - The Denver Nuggets venture into the Valley of the Sun and
the Atlanta Hawks journey into the
dark catacombs of venerable Boston
Garden in the opening games of
NBA mini-series action tonight.
The Hawks, 43•39, are in Boston
for game one of a best-of-three Eastern Division preliminary series,
with the winner to face Central Divi·
sion champion Miiwaukee. The
Nuggets, 45-37, take the league's
highest-scoring offense into
Phoenix in game one of a Western
Conference mini•series against the
Suns, with Midwest Division champion San Antonio awaiting the
victor.

Ross University

Portsmoum. Dommica, WI. ANe(ltJon: Mr. Buller
or Caribbean Admissions, Inc.

16 West 32 Street, New York, N.V.10001

Join NMPIRGs Board of Directors
board members needed now
Discover nsw people and new Ideas
Gu/ds policy and finances
Organize film series, workshops
Plan research, educational projects

Due Wednesday, April 20 at 5:00pm

Durden, second in the Olympic
qualifying trials in 1980, led from
the six-mile point until the Newton
hills. He was running miles in the
4:50 range, but Meyer never fell
more than 20 yards behind, gambling that Durden would start to drag,
and waiting to make his. move.
"I planned for the race this time.
It was a matter of being patient and
waiting for things to fall into place,''
he said,
It didn't take long. Durden fell
back, and Meyer sidestepped him.
After a brief exchange, Meyer
spurted up the hill and left Durden in
his wake.
four-time Boston winner Rodgers, of Sherborn, Mass., was
bothered by a head cold over the
weekend and never got untracked.
He placed lOth, by far his worst Boston finish.
Meyer and Rodgers were the two
nam~in the race, which was mis-

An upcoming animation festival sponsible for Allegro No11 Tropo.
in Santa Fe will feature 12.award. . From the. United States· are,Mima~
winning classics from the late '60s tors Chuck Jones and the infamous
Tex Avery.
and early '70s.
The International Animation fesThe mini festival, presented. by tival can be seen at 7 and 9:20p.m.
the Film Gallery of the Rising Sun Thursday through Saturday at the
Media Arts Center, highlights films Film Gallery, in the the Armory for
from England, France, Japan and the Arts, 1050 Old Pecos Trail, SanYugoslavia as well as films from ta Fe. For more information call
Bruno Bozzetto, the animator re- 982-1338.

Now accepting applications for study leading to
degree in both Medicine and Veterinary Medicine.
Courses taught in English. Programs under guidance
of American Dean utilizing American curriculum.
Transfer students accepted. Semesters begin July
and November 1983. We are an accredited school
and listed in W.H.O. and affiliated with U.S. hospilals
for clinical rotation. Direct inquires to:

SUB 24 E Basement Ext. 2757
Petitions for Board available now at office

Then it was only a .question of
whether Meyer, who eventually
won by 32 seconds, would break
Alberto Salazar's world or course ·
records. He .failed, finishing 47
seconds behind Salazar's world
mark, and nine seconds off Salazar's
Boston record.
"It would have been nice if 1
could have held it (the pace)," said
Meyer, who moved from Michigan
five years ago to work in Bill Rodgers' running store, and now Jives in
Wellesley.
"The thing on my mind the last
few miles was to relax and win. At
that point, it was a matter of suri'ival," Meyer said.
Ron Tabb of E!!gene, Ore.,
placed second in 2:09:32, followed
by Durden in 2:09:58. The top three
finishers qualified for the U.S.
marathon team at the inaugural
world track and field championships
in Helsinki, Finland, in August.

Animation Festival Features
Cartoon Classics from '60s, '70s

and Veterinary Medicine

New Mexico Public Interest Research Group

''The conditions were right. I
thought r could break the world record,'' said Benoit, who had talked
with Roe earlier in the day about the
prospects of setting the world mark.
''But deep down, I wanted 2:23.
Of course, I did much better. I always felt in control. I wanted to run
the best race I could," she said.
On a day extremely favorable to
record-setting performances
- with overcast skies, temperatures in the low 50s and tailwinds to
aid the runners -Meyer withstood
a blistering pace set by Benji Durden
and took the lead at the 19-mill} mark
on the second of the three Newton
hills.
Ironically, it was at that same spot
two years ago that Meyer surrendered the lead in his only previous
Boston run, when he placed 11th.
By the time Meyer reached the top
of Heartbreak Hill, the last of the
three hills, he had a 60-second lead.

reflects Faure's conservative in- scription series sponsored jointly by
clinations. Cellist Charles Tucker the ensemble and the Orchestra of
and pianist Landon Young will per- Santa. Fe with partial funding from
form this piece.
the National Endowment for the
Closing the concert and the sea- Arts and the New Mexico Arts Divison will be the Partita for Wind sion.
Quintet by American composer
Tickets, $6 and $3 for full-time
Irving Fine.
students, are available now at the
Fine has been described as a neo- Orchestra of Santa fe Box Office in
claasicist, and the use of the 17th- La Fonda on the mezzanine, Suite 6,
and 18th-century partita form exem- or by calling 988-4640. Tickets will
plifies his aesthetic temperment.
also be available at the door from
· This concert is part of the sub- ·2:15p.m. on the concert day.

Ross
University
Schools of Medicine
.

BOSTON (UPI) - Greg Meyer
continued his remarkable running
streak and Joan Benoit shattered the
women's world record by nearly
three minutes Monday to claim victories in the 87th running of the Boston Marathon.
Meyer, 27, the prohibitive pre·
race favorite based on outstanding
fall, winter and spring seasons, laid
waste to a field lacking in longdistance luminaries and completed
the 26.2-mile course in 2:09, the
third-fastest time in the historic race
and the ninth fastest anywhere.
Benoit, 26, the 1979 champion,
who only 16 months ago underwent
double Achilles' heel Sl!rgery,
romped to victory in 2:22:42, far
ahead of the previous fastest
women's time of2:25:29, shared by
Allison Roe and Grete Waitz. Benoit was almost seven minutes ahead
of runnerup Jacqueline Gareau's
2:29:28.

Michael A. Gallegos

BEAUTIFUL COSTUMES: Gr~gory Bolton, Carmen Acosta, Christine Boyce, and Lacey Bingham display the costumes from the l!NM Theater Arts production ofCmtdide. The costumes
were designed by UNM's David Velasqut~z.

Atlantic Division champion Philadelphia meets the winner of the
mini-series between the New Jersey
Nets and New York Knicks, With
game one slated for Meadowlands
Arena Wednesday night. Defending
NBA champion Los Angeles, who
wort the Pacific Division by six
games over Phoenix, will meet the
winner of the Seattle-Portland
series, which gets under way
Wednesday night at the Kingdomc.
Until Sunday, the Hawks didn't
know whether they'd be playing
Boston or New Jersey in the opening
round,butit was obvious they preferred playing the Nets, whom they
beat twice during the regular season.

•

il

Atlanta won only one of six games
The Celtics, who haven't had a
against the Celtics.
mini-series since 1977, posted a 56- •il
"You have t..l look at Boston as 26 mark and tuned up Sunday with a
the most experienced playoff team 114-101 triumph over the 76ers.
in basketball," Atlanta Coach Larry Bird finished 11th in league :.
it
Kevin Loughery says. "We were scoring (23.6), ninth in rebounding
18-10 in our last 28 games and our (11.0) and ninth in free throw shooting (84 percent).
guys played hard.
. .. .
"As hard as we worked commg
down the stretch, we deserved to be
in the playoffs. We'd been in a playoff situation for the past month we had to keep winning."

•

• EXAMINATIONS
• CONTACT LENSES
• EYEGLASSES

EYE DOCTOR
SERVICE
"Open Saturdays" . . .
Coli and
Compare

Our Prices

265-3828

4304 LOMAS, NE

Lomas Blvd. at Washington

•

Close to UNM

OFF
A~r
~

FREE DELWERY

til

•~
,.

il
il

Medium
Pizza •:
·.
··

. . . a~il~·····••···············:,
limlled dollv"'ll••..

.~

$.l. 25
Expires 5-3-83

PROFESSIONAL

TRAINING

The Navy is currently accepting applications for PAID professional Training in the areas of:
• FLIGHT TRAINING
• 4-YEAR MEDICAL SCHOOL
• RESIDENCIES IN SPI:CIALIZED MEDICINE
• BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
• SHIPHANOLING AND SURFACE WARFARE
• NUCLEAR POWER
• CIVIUMECt-fANICAUELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
• ARCHITECTURE
Each training program has its own special requirements, but
some start receiving pay as early as their junior year of
undergraduate work. General requirements include:
• U.S. CITIZEN
• GOOD MORAL CHARACTE:R
• PHYSICALLY FIT
For more Information on how to apply,
call toll free 1-800-354-9627 or
call541·77671n El Paso.

it
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..... -----------More Issues
---~----------1.
Personals

I!JIT\', HUT\', JIIIU Mark, HilTY. Surprise!
Emgec.
· 4119
Clll 0 SENIORS: Thank you for a fantastic evening.
Room408.
4119
IIAI'l'\' 22Nil UIRTIWA \', Michael 0. Love your
little~i~, Mnrce.
4/19
ANY PAilTIEilS LEfT at UNM7 Come to the
"Quarters" booth nt the Fiesta!.
4/19
PLAC~; YOU H l'EHSONAL message to friends,
family, etc. in the c!a~sl!ieds, Only 17 cents per word
per day for four days or less, 12 cenu per word per
day for five or more consecutive days. 131 Marron
llull. Deadline: 1 p.m. of the buslncs> day before
imertion.
tfn

2. Lost & Found
H)llNJJ: SET OF keys ncnr Centrnl and Cornell.
4122
ldcnti[yund ~!aim ut 131 Marron Hall.
IO!>T: lli,Ut: BACKPACK with te~tbooks and
cmllt~ct len\e\. $~ reward. No questions a1ked. 877·
~

11k.
4120
NAVY PACK TAKEN from Olympic Pool Monday.
Reward. 256-7173.
4122
(l.AlM YOUH LOST possessions at Campus Police
tf11
H:OOa.m.to4:00 p.m. daily.

3. Services
St•:NJOU!:il Tllt;llE'S STIU, time to hire a
protc,wnal DJ for your graduation party. Call Ellis
at299-400S.
4129
VICTOIUA 'S WOIID SMITHY: Word processing,
rypmg. Cnll Vickie82l.4812.
4129
·'fvi.'ING (111M). 911 cents/page. 843·9137.
519
J\'I'ING. J.OMAS•TitAMWAY area, Experienced,
Rcu•.unablc. 299·1JS5.
S/9
IIUIIIAl.lff:- NATlfltAL l'ltOGHAMS for
weight lois, cellulue control and skin care. 255·9866.
4121
TYPING, 1'EilM I'AI'EIIS. Very reasonable. 299·
1240.
4/29
WILL 1>0 CIIILUCAUE In my home. 255·9561
cHnings. Near UNM.
4/21
WEUUING PIIOl'OGHAPIIY, QUALITY photo
work at affordable prices. 884·8259.
4/21
TYPIST ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor, some
genius. 242·3093,
S/9
OVEHWEIGIIT? Nt:ED OVEHWEIGHT people for
an all narural program. Call255·9866.
4/21
PHOfESSIONAL EDITING. REASONABLE rates.
242-5831.
4/22

~****************~

.~SMALL

GUITAR LF;SSONS, INSTUUMENTS, repairs and
rentals. Marc's Guitar Center, 143 Harvard SE. 265·
3315,
tfn
A·llYI'IST, TERM papers, resumes, 299-8970.
4/29
nt:ADY t'OR SOMETHING different? Try
skydiving. Call 877-4016, Albuquerque Parachute
4129
Center.
·
TIJE CEHVICAL CAP b a barrier method of birth
cowol. While being studied by the F.D.A., the cap Is
available locally through the New Mexico Women's
4/26
Self-Help Group. 268·4829.
QUICK, ACCUHATE 1YPING/rh.trts/graphs In
OIY home .• Call the Other Off1,;o, 884·6564 or 898·
3932.
4/29
ACCUHA'ft; J•;(OHMATJON ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfll
CONTACfS.POI.JSIIING, SOL()TIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
WE GOT UISTHIBUTOHS. l'rescription eyeglass
frames. Greenwich Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54.50 (regular $65.00). Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Mcnaul N.E, across from Lallelles.
tfn
PIIEGNANCY TESTING & counseling, Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

SUMMER SUBLET AVAiLABLE late May. Twobedroom house ncar UNM. 266·3983.
4/25
WANTED: ltOOMMATE TO share large house
acnm the street from UNM. $117 per month. 2902
Campus NE. 266-2863.
·
4/22
TWO.BDitM IIOME. Close UNM/downtown.
$350/month. 243·3447.
4/21
t'EMALE HOOMMATE FOR, three.bdrm, two-bath
hous~. N!:l Height~. 292·1947.
4/20
SUMMER SUBLET AVAIJ,AQLE in June. Three
bdrm., close to UNM. Ide~! for visiting faculty, 266tfn
5003.
THE CITADEL-SUPEHJI locatl!:m near UNM and
downtown, Bus service every 30 minutes, 1 bedroom
or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
A ltEDECORATED ONE-bedroom duplex, fur·
nished, fireplace, 294-2257,243.3524,
4/19
FOil lffiNT; E;t'fJCJENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
N.E., $210/mo., for one person, $230/mo. for 2
persons. all utilities paid, $150 security deposit. Fully
furnished.security locks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 In the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

4. Housing

5. For Sale

Q\)11;'1' HOOM NEEDED by Hokona dorm captive.
Now wouldn't it be lovely? (Set me free.) x5194, 265·
71 10.
4125
fU\SI'ONSJIIU' QUIET I'EHSON wanted to share
two·bdrm house oeur UNM/TVJ. $130 plus v,
utililics. 266-3836.
4129
CULTUUEU GENTLEMAN·SCIIOLA~ wante<l to
share house. Please no smokers. 268-6617, $175
includes utilities.
4125
SEEKING GHAUUATE STUDENT housemate.
Share garden. Six month lease. 242·66(i0.
4/29

HP·<llC/CV PEHJPIIEHAIS- OPTICAL wand
$90 new. Card reader $160. Call David at268-5651 or
255-2137, 1-10 p.m.
4120
THEASUUES 'N I'LEASlJUES. Nr.w and used
furniture and ceramics. 1517 Eubank NE, near
Constitution. 15°19 discount to UNM stulients with
I,D. Visa/Mastercard, 292·7722.
4/19
OHIGINAL 1967 COUGAR $1200. 255-3719. 4125
1974 TOYOTA WAGON. One local owner. A/T.
Loolls and runs good. 294·3506.
4125
1981 KAWASAK15SOLTD, excellent condition, low

NEED MONEY?This tact-filled guide Is loaded with practical. money-making
ideas you can start using today.
Gives_ complete details on easy-to-start, part-time busi·
nesses that college students carl run successfully. Any one
could be just right for you! _
_
Tells how to get started, what materials you need, how to
get customers. and. more. A must if you want to be your own
boss, schedule work to fit free time, earn money without
interfering with studies.
Covers unusual goods and services plus ingenious new
ways to profit from special abilities. 183 pages, 5Yz x BW'
quality soflcover.

mileage, great transportation, 881·9861.
4/22
CAit FOR SALE. 1976 Honda Civic $13()0. 2943506,
4/20
!liC:YCLES fOit SALE; New Puchs from $139,
!lertins $34S, Used lllkes. Free April Bicycling
Mag;u:ine with this ad. R.C, Hallett's World
Champion Bicycles, corner of Lead and. Yal~. 268·
5697.
4/22
191l CHEVELLE SS, PS, PB, AC, AT. Rebuilt 350
engine plus extras. Interior excellent, 268-6407, 4/19
FOR SALE: YAMAHA eight-channel P.A,
mixer - stereo out, Randal twin reverb guitar amp,
one pair ofheavy.dut~ P,A, speakers. 277·2417 Kim,
4/21
FOH SALE: 1980 Plymo\lt!l Arrow truck. Excellent
condition, 277-2417 Kim between 8 a.m.• II a.m.
4/21.
1978 HONDA XL-350. Excellent condition, $750 or
best offer. 296-13!5.
4/19

WANTED; TEL}':PIIONE ANSWEUING machine.
Stephanie256-9656 after S p,m,
4122
AUTWOJ{K BY SCOTT Sweezy at the Hippo, 120
Harvard SE. Showing 4/14 through S/26,
4/22
PLAYERS fOil MENS' chur~h team (city Fun
4/19
League) needed. Call294-7489 after 5 p,m,
ADVEHTISE IN THE Daily Lobo. Come to 131
Marron Hall.
tfn

9. Las N oticias

NEEDED; CAPABLE, MATUUE, neat individual

fc:>r all day Saturdays. Receptionisl/contact lens-tech.
In optometri1t office, Will train. Apply iu person
Wed.-Thurs. 9-11 a.m. l020·A Eubank NB.
4/20
PAHT·T!ME SALES, evenings/weekends, Will earn
$10/hr minimum. 292-9029, 268-1815.
4/20
APPLICATIONS NOW BEING taken for positions
at the Girl Scout Summer Camp In the Jemez
Mountains. Need nurse, counselors, handyman and
4/20
kitchen aides. For Interview, call243-9581.
OVEHSF.AS
JOBS- SUMMER/year
round.
Europe, S. America, Australia, Asia. All fields. $500.
$1200 monthly. Sightseeing. Free info, Write JJC,
Box 52-NM·I, Corona Del Mar, CA 92625.
4/20
CltUISE SIIIP JOBS! $14-$28,000, Carribean,
Hawaii, world. Call for guide, directory, newsletter.
1·916·122·1111 ext. UNEWMBX.
4/29
PART·TIME JOB afternoans and evenings. Must be
21 years old. Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply In person, no phone calls
please. Saveway Liqour Stores at 5704 Lomas NE,
5516 Menaul NE.
S/9

7. Travel

l~--.--~-------~,·

WIIITEWATER HAFTING ON Rio Grande and Rio

I

c;overed

·

~ago.n

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOV'{N

·

I_ .

~.l~!r~\

I 2 Slices
of Cheese f'lzza
& A Large Soft Drliik
I
I
.,.I

$1,65

127 Harvard SE

1·.. _. _· . '12~s.arc:e.rt!i! · .

HYlf

HOT

DOG~

*BESTDARN *
HOT DOGS WEST OF
MICHIGAN AVE!
New t..t call-In MrYic:e
Lome1 lit YMI42•1112

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

lti~J\
I~t1nt,rl 4

U.N.M STUDENT RALLY
April 20, 1983
Ia nina martlr de Jalapa,
UNM NORTH MALL
asesinada en yanasll por unida des mllltares
BETWEEN THE LIBRARY AND SUB
contrarevolucionarias el 17 de nero
12:00 NOON- 1:00 p.m.
'\ '
\mMr.n~
SPoNSORS: Raza lnida Estudiantil, bstudiantes Por La Cultura,
Iranian Student Association Cultural, Nicaragua Aid Society,
Cumpus Committe~:.• For Lmman Rights In Latin America, H.r. Ch.A.

J\~l,l-l)l~J\1~'1,

**They're Here /lf.lf-

eon sale

v 13 1 Marron Hall
v UNM Bookstore
v Assorted Off-Campus Bookstores

Sing?" Ana .!ilda

r
I
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w1111 'coupon

(t-I(~H,Q

pont)

11'ATA'iAI.A

I

I

_· .. ...,

TOP DOG --

THE RIVERSIDE PRESS, P.O. Box 133, Riverside, Conn. 06878
0 10
YES I Please send 76 Wayala Makl Exira MDRIJ In Cellq1: 0 One for only $7.95 plus $1.00 postage and
handling. SAVE ..• when you order two or more! 0 Two for only $14.90 plus $1.20 postage and
handling. 0 Three for only $21.75 plus $.1.40 postage and handling._ 0 Check or Money Order
enclosed. (No cash, please.) In Conn. add 7.5% sales tax. MOIIEY·IACK GUARANTEE on your full
purchase price less postage and handling.
On orders after May 1, please use permanent address.

ADS ARE~
~
SEEN
:
t Advertise in the : 1II Nam~------------------.~~~---------------------
tPiease
Addres.:>-------------------------------~~
Daily Lobo
~ · 1 Cil
Stat
Zi'P----********~****~***

8. Miscellaneous

6. Employment

~-------------MAIL THIS NO·RISK COUPON TODAY - - - - - - - - - - - -

1
I
I
I
I
I
I

Chama by Wild water 'Rafting, Inc. Trips start at $25.
6/16
266·9721.
ADVERTISE YOUR TRIP, adventure or ride needs
In the Daily Lobo,
tfn

ACROSS
1 Invigorator
6 Clique
10 Invocate
14 - - barrel
15 Brainstorm
16 Quebec's
Levesque
17 More vulgar
18 Explanatory
comments
20 Pixie
21 Lofty
23 White poplar
24 Have a
thought
26 Overflowed
28 Fried lightly
30 Pare
31 Of arm bones
32 Proclamation
36 Eager: Dial.
37 Outburst
38 "Gold Bug"
author
39 Prusslan king
42 Quebec's
neighbor
44Smart45 Involuntary
46 Madrid noble
49 Cancan, e.g.
50 Type face

51 Assists
52 Badger
55 Farthest
58 Four: Prefix
60 Czech river
61 Mine passage
62 Miracle
63 Famed loch
64 Carefree
65 Peep show
DOWN
1 Split
2. Race track
3 - - - Land,
Cabot's find:
Old spelling
4 Fury
5 Explorer in
Canada
6 Firearm
7 Effigy
8 Recent:
Prefix
9 Revolver
10 Dilemma
11 Ref. yr. Wire
12 Anoint
13 Said "OK"
19 Artless
22 In addition
25 School gp.

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

26 Predator
27 Noodle
28 Breaker
29 Axillary
30 Chimney
32 Golf problem
33 Quake zone
34 Nobody else
35- off: Drove
37 Liberate
40 Tempers
41 Senior
42 Ogre
43 Circle part

45 Craze
46 Body area
47 Foment
48 Pays up
49 Simple song
51 In present
shape:
2 words
53 Eng. composer
54 Postern
56 Famous West
57-Harem room
59 A Gabor

